On the demultiplexing of chromosome capture conformation data.
How to describe the multiple chromosome structures that underlie interactions among genome loci and how to quantify the occurrence of these structures in a cell population remain important challenges to solve, which can be addressed via a proper demultiplexing of chromosome capture conformation related data. Here, we first aim to review two main methodologies that have been proposed to tackle this problem: restrained-based methods, in which the resulting chromosome structures stem from the multiple solutions of a distance satisfaction problem; and thermodynamic-based methods, in which the structures stem from the simulation of polymer models. Next, we propose a novel demultiplexing method based on a matrix decomposition of contact maps. To this end, we extend the notion of topologically associated domains (TADs) by introducing that of statistical interaction domains (SIDs). SIDs can overlap and occur in a cell population at certain frequencies, and we propose a simple method to estimate these frequency values. As an application, we show that SIDs that measure 100kb to tens of Mb long occur both frequently and specifically in the human genome.